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Short Description

Building on an already-brilliant case design from the BitFenix labs, our Mod Shop walked the fine line
between aesthetics and performance. By strategically modding in some customized plates designed,
illustrated and created specifically for this case, by our Mod Shop Guru Jeremy, (and mounted with gorgeous
red-anodized button-head screws), we were able to compliment the elegant and understated stock case
design with increased cooling capability as well as giving the chassis' stance a slight "edgy" feel.

Description

Building on an already-brilliant case design from the BitFenix labs, our Mod Shop walked the fine line between aesthetics and
performance.  By strategically modding in some customized plates designed, illustrated and created specifically for this case, by
our Mod Shop Guru Jeremy, (and mounted with gorgeous red-anodized button-head screws), we were able to compliment the
elegant and understated stock case design with increased cooling capability as well as giving the chassis' stance a slight "edgy"
feel.  Mesh throughout was painted red as well. New top fan capacity includes space for 3 x 120mm fans ....Perfect for radiator
installs! The new vented front can sport a 200 or 230mm fan and in our upcoming "Extreme Watercooled Edition" we will
showcase 2 x 200mm front radiator in a push pull configuration as well a a top triple radiator! ;)
 
Of course, we at PPC's just couldn't leave well enough alone, so we've taken it a step further by giving the window panel a make-
over as well by placing some slits over the PCI area for those air-cooled GPU beasts. Don't let the expert work fool you; surgery
was done on the case to get it to look "not-quite-stock".  The double-take is really what we went for.  The expected, "Is that stock? 
Wait, how did they....?" response was the idea!
 
Getting yourself a gorgeous, sophisticated and professional looking system has never been easier.  Don't deny it; let the PHOENIX
rise again with the Shinobi HF!

What is included? All acrylic and mesh inserts as shown, Red painted trim, Red anodized aluminum button screws, Red LED Ring
Power Vandal Switch a Red Dot 16mm Vandal Reset Switch. Laser LED spreads in red to illuminate the front logo. All other LED
fans, case feet and other items shown in some pics can all be ordered optionally below and are NOT included in the
base price.

Features

Classic BitFenix Shinobi Styling
The lineage is undeniable - Shinobi XL comes with same ventilated mesh fan vents and brushed aluminum logo of the original
Shinobi for a clean modern look. The understated yet bold BitFenix design shines through with Shinobi XL, offering a bold chassis
that shows you mean business.
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Superior Water Cooling Support
The stealthiest warriors need to have ice running through their veins. Designed with water cooling in mind, Shinobi XL delivers the
flexibility to outfit it with a large variety of watercooling setups. It supports a triple radiator on top, a triple radiator in front, or a
dual radiator on the bottom out of the box, making it an ideal chassis for the watercooling enthusiast.

XL-ATX Compatibility
The bigger they are, the harder they hit. Sporting plenty of room and nine PCI slots, Shinobi XL accommodates even XL-ATX
motherboards with ease � perfect for building a monster rig that obliterates anything in its path.

BitFenix SuperCharge� Port
Quickness is the key to survival, which is why Shinobi XL comes with a BitFenix SuperCharge� Port. This latest innovation from the
BitFenix Labs supplies up to 2.5A of current for charging your mobile devices, including phones, portable consoles, and even
tablets - up to 5 times that of USB 2.0. With BitFenix SuperCharge, your mobile gear is always charged and ready.
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Four SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Ports
Pioneered on the BitFenix Raider, Shinobi XL also comes with four SuperSpeed USB 3.0 ports, delivering blazing fast file transfers
and plenty of connectivity for your SuperSpeed devices. And if your motherboard doesn�t have two internal USB 3.0 headers,
these ports can also be used as USB 2.0 with the included 9-pin headers.

BitFenix FlexCage� Hard Disk Rack
Shinobi XL is equipped with the new BitFenix FlexCage�. This hard disk rack can be rotated for a parallel hard disk configuration,
or removed entirely to make room for water cooling equipment. Whether you�re looking for increased airflow or space for extreme
liquid cooling, Shinobi XL adapts.

BitFenix Spectre� Cooling
Shinobi XL comes loaded with three BitFenix Spectre� fans. Two 230mm Spectres adorn the top and front, and a 120mm Spectre
provides exhaust in the back. With Shinobi XL, you get premium cooling right out of the box.***Optional fans to fit the new
panels can be ordered below!

BitFenix SofTouch� Surface Treatment
Shinobi XL also comes coated with signature BitFenix SofTouch� Surface Treatment, which lends a premium matte finish and a
luxurious soft feel. Resistant to fingerprints and scratches, SofTouch� keeps your Shinobi XL looking great.
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Hassle-Free Installation
Rubber grommeted cable holes and over 3cm of space behind the motherboard tray offer superb cable management, while the
tool-free drive locking mechanisms help you get your rig up and running quickly. Add to that dust filtered air intakes, a 5.25" drive
bay adapter for additional hard disks or card readers, and a large CPU cooler cutout, and Shinobi XL could be the easiest, most
pain-free build you've ever experienced.

Specifications

Materials Steel, Plastic

Color (Int/Ext) Black/Black

Dimensions (HxWxD) 570 x 245 x 557mm (ATX Full Tower)

Motherboard Sizes Mini-ITX, mATX, ATX, XL-ATX

5.25� Drive Bays x 5

3.5� Drive Bays x 7

2.5� Drive Bays x 8 (using 3.5" drive bays and 5.25" adapter)

Cooling Front 1 x 230mm (included), or 3 x 120mm (optional)

Cooling Rear 1 x 120mm (included), or 1 x 140mm (optional)

Cooling Top 2 x 230mm (x 1 included), or 3 x 120mm (optional)

Cooling Bottom 2 x 120mm (optional)

PCI Slots 9

I/O 1 x SuperCharge�, 4 x USB 3.0, HD Audio

Power Supply PS2 ATX (bottom, multi direction)

Extras Superior watercooling support, FlexCage�, SofTouch� Surface Treatment, filtered
intakes, tool-free drive locking

Maximum CPU Cooler Height 181.1mm

Maximum Expansion Card Length 334mm (with HDD cage) / 487mm (with HDD cage removed)
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Maximum MB Tray Clearance (rear) 32.5mm

Additional Information

Brand Bitfenix

SKU BF-SHINOBI-HF

Weight 45.0000

Color Black

Chassis Form Factor Full Tower

Side Panel Window

Material Steel

PSU Wattage No PSU


